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point system. Twenty-three men

were selectand women students
ed The committee will hold six
counselor training sessions for the
discussion leaders next semester.
The meetings will begin Feb. 11
ead will be held each Thursday
leading up to Spartacamp, March
19 and 20, at Asilomar camp
grounds near Monterey, Brown
said.
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Women students named as
group leaders are: Sue Alison,
Martha Alishouse, Judy Beckman, Pat Belardes, Deanne Bennett, Sandy Creech, Judy Dirks,
B. J. Duffy, Donna, Fammatre,
Linda Hardin and Mary Jones.
Judy Johnson, Gwen Jorgensen,
Ginger Lannin, Marilyn Lloyd,
Corky Lobdell, Jacie McKim, Jan
Nelson, Joanne Osman, Pat Ross,
Lynne Rucker, Micky Shintani and
Lolita Zook.
Male group leaders will be Jim
Browning, Chuck Butters, Gary
Coniglio, Dick Duran, Don French,
Bob Gangi, Bick Goss, Warren
Gruening, Al Hamilton, Evan
HoWard and Dick Johnson.
Roger Johnson, Fred Kemper,
Larry Lack, Dave Loomis, Bill
Nelson, Art Ryan, Mo Stevens,
Bob Tachibana, Chick Threifall,
Rick Trhnillos, Earl Truax and
Bob Wright.
The group leaders will lead discussion groups of about 15 prospective students at Spartacamp.
About 300 are expected to take
part in Spartacamp, Brown said.
Members of the Spartacamp selection committee are Don Brown,
Jack Ghielmetti, Ann Purpus, Connie Evans, Jerry Watson, Bill
Moore and Merle Osbourn. Advisers are Robert S. Martin, assodate dean of students; Miss Janet
Douglas, associate dean of students; Miss Viola Owen, assistant
professor of education, and Dr.
Royce Jones, personnel counselor.

Just seven years and a day after
SJS junior Bob Christman aired in the United States, he will
take the final step in becoming
an American citizen.
Christman will appear in naturalization ceremonies tomorrow,
along with 26 other applicants,
at 10 a.m. at the Santa Clara
County Courthouse.
"I wanted to become a citizen
before next semester," he said.
Christman, a photolournalism
major, applied for citizenship in
August and passed part of his naturalization test in October. Tomorrow he will be questioned
bout American government be.
ore being sworn in by a Superior
ourt judge and signing final citienship papers.
The Student Council today will
Christman is a member of the
partan Daily photography staff welcome four new class representKappa Alpha Mu, photography atives elected at last week’s student body balloting.
fraternity.
Sherri Arcemont and Judi Langen will represent the freshman
class, while Pat Hays and Carol
Kaufman represent the sopho"Candy Cane Lane" is the title more and junior classes respecthe Co-Rec program tonight tively.
tom 7:30 to 10 p.m. in the Worn But nothing yet has been don,
’s Gym.
about the senior class rep condi
Caroling, volleyball, ping-pong dates who were tied in last week
d dancing will be held during election. Bill Gilbreth and Roger
e evening. Entertainment will be Johnson could be pitted in a runided by the’ Cuban twins, off election or one of them aprank and Kiko. Refreshments pointed by Student Council after
ill be served
both are interviewed

ASB Council
To Welcome
Class Reps

Co-Rec Tonight

avor
thout
flavor
,ccos!
. tObtCCO CO,

’Education Only Hope’
Says Geography Prof
By JOANNE OSMAN
News Editor

A geographer -world traveler yesterday confronted a
[Ned audience of faculty and students here with the fact
t "education is the only hope for the problems man has
fare him."
Most pressing of these problems is man’s relationship
th Other men and other groups, he said.
Expressing these ideas was Dr. Alfred Sumnee. San
mac State associate profes-t
of geography, who spoke in
SA Concert Hall yesterday
er the sponsorship of the ColLecture Committee and the
ucation
The noted lecturer
advocated
oMplete freedom" of investigain schools and said "any
ic whatsoever
should he disseed in classrooms."
lie criticized

college level

as
I as secondary school
training,

be done!"
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Committee Selects 46
Spartacamp Leaders
Forty-six Spartacamp (Itsevasion group leaders have
en selected by the Spartaamp Committee, Chairman
Don Brown announced yesterday.
The group leaders were
chosen from 110 applicants by a

rf’coMmended further study in
gliah, arithmetic,
physics and
aphy for all students.
"Every student should he able
o mantel
written material to
prod’s.. It in his own
words
alth the meaning
Intact. It
apparent that this simple
mmunitative process is not
lag taught now,"
he lamented.
Ile also
said arithmetic teach watt -sadly lacking in schools.

although no language is more specific."
"I would require arithmetic and
a year course in physics for every student," he continued. "Physics is very important because it
reveals the real world better than
any other course I know."
"It is appalling that Americans,
living in this specially endowed
area and being remarkably involved with persons of foreign
lands, know so little about other
countries."
Ile said he requires an extension
geography class of his to know
two things about every country in
the world within a month: that it
exists and where it exists.
"Americans are strikingly in
contrast with foreign students who
know a great deal about us. Hap.
pily, the trend ,is toward accelerated study of geography in secondary schools," he concluded.

Library Hours
The college Library will be open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday during Christmas
vacation, but will be closed both
Christmas and New Year’s Day.
The Reserve Book Room will be
open ’from 8 a.m, to noon and
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on the same
days.

In Dubious Baffle

NO. 56

Sets Precedent

Justices Find Spartan Y
Guilty, Uphold Constitution
By BON

After two hours of trial
and two and a half hours of
closed session deliberation,
the Student Court last night
found the Sport an Y guilty
of a campus ad s;filiation.

Dan Bauer
FOR THE DEFENSECaught during an anxious moment in yesterday’s ASB vs. Spartan Y trial are
to r) Defense Attorney
Brian Paddock, and court-appointed legal advisers, Eric Solander

and Don Halstrom.

Nine Students Work
On Constitution Revision
By l’E’l

W ALLs

The San Jose State ASH
Constitution, full of loopholes, inconsistencies and
ambiguities, is undergoing a
revamping this semester to
remove the blemishes time
has put upon it.

to just how they can be solved.
"By next April," Obregon said,
"we will have considered the
present Constitution, its bylaws
and all recommendations from
Student Council committees, and
have prepared a final drafL"
When this job is done, Obregon
and his committee will be able to
present a "rejuvenated" Constitution for Student Council approval.
When approval is secured, the
entire matter will be placed in the
nands of the voters in a special
election to be held before the general ASB elections in May.

And the job, the work of the
Constitution Revision Committee
(CRC), is far along toward completion by next April, Sam Obregon, CRC chairman, said yesterday.
SEPARATE ELECTIONS
Obregon and nine other stu"It’s best to have a separate
dents meet weekly to ponder the election for this because we want
difficulties svith the present r,.,,,
e it m
from .an office
to disassociate
Butssocia te
stitution, and offer suggestions as
election.ven ore important
I are the recommendations involved
I in the new Constitution that
change election procedures and
contested offices," Obregon explained.

John L. Lewis
To Quit UMW

Just what changes are to be
proposed? A few are:
make yell and song leader
Labor
WASHINGTON (UPI)
subject to student body election
titan John L. Lewis announced
instead of appointment by the
yesterday he will resign as presiRally Committee.
dent of the United Mine Workers
----change the election procedure
early next month.
from the preferential to majority
Lewis, prominent in the labor
ballot,
movement for 40 years, gin:e no
change representation on Stuspecific reason for stepping down
from the post but his advanced dent Council so that class repreage, 79, apparently figured in the sentatives do not come from class
councils but from the class-at decision.
large.
UMW Vice President Thomas
- remove staggered elections so
Kennedy, 72, former lieutenant gois
vernor of Pennsylvania and a na- that one election time per year
offices filled
tional officer in the mine union sufficient to keep all
until the next year.
since 1925, will succeed Lewis.
As more recommendations file
The father of the CIO. Lewis led In from Student Council comthe drive to organize mass Pro- mittees, Obregon’s committee
duction industries in the mid -thir- will have to meet twice a week,
ties. He has been in nearly con- beginning in January.
tinuous conflict with Congress,
"We have to get the thing in
presidents, courts and colleagues shape as soon as we can."
In the labor movement during
The amount of time spent on
most of his adult life.
each part of the Constitution is
unexpected
Lewis disclosed his
"fantastic." To read the present
move in a published let ter to UMW Constitution, suggest changes, and
it
members. Ile said he thought
prepare preliminary and final
time to begin transferring his ob- drafts takes "a great deal of
ligations and duties to "other and time." But the CRC has been
more capable hands."
caught up for a month now, and is
Lewis is probably best known waiting for the recommendations
for his often-cartooned bushy eye- to come to them from various student 1,, ernment committees.
brows, now silver with age.

The Spartan Y will be fined $5
on the conviction.
The two-hour trial was a
Wei rd
combination of well planned, deftly executed prosecution by ASB Prosecutor Pat
MeCienahan and a late, but
equally deft muse by defense
attorney Brian Paddock.
The first hour of the trial was

VIOLATION IGNORED
When the Y attorney stated his
case, he shocked the court by completely ignoring any defense of
the actual violation. Instead, Pad’I. ink attacked the constitutionality
the ruling involved.
R-If the Constitution is uptold," Paddock said, "we will
I,,’ creating a legislative body on
campus that is equal to the Student Council in certain areas."
’pparently the Student Court
disagreed.
-1,andida." a ’11 ghtful Elefo.e the trial, Chief Justice
comedy" by George Bernard Je -y Alexander disqualified himShaw, is in rehearsal for 1, self as a voting justice for reaen ,f
The defense chat presentation Jan. 8, 9. 13,1 ’on -rd prejudice.
and disqualified newly
14 and 15 as the Speech and , eccd justice Linda Howe rri
Drama Department’s third (a diners. Justice Sharon Clark
play of the 1959-60 season.
d’ qualified by request of hot,The cast of six includes Richa
d proiecotH
Bossomme, Lois Haight, Richard! ’
Parks, Lloyd Keams. Cheryl Del!
Biaggi() and John Higgins.
Rossomme plays the "Rev
James Morell," a successful minister and somewhat of a windbae
who nevertheless is charming and
devoted to his wife, "Candida,"
],layed by Miss Del Biagio.
i"Candida" devotes her life to
1_;,O) kt ill fi:1’,Illto
his well-being, boosting his repunance three National Science
tation, and is a kindly and deFoundation institutes at San Jose
voted wife; the epitome of what
State next summer, Pres. John T.
is called, on the surface, "a good
Wahlquist announced yesterday.
wife."
One will be for junior high school
Dr. William Hermann.% associShaw sees her as the type -cast
ate professor of modern languages, of the well -organized wife who is mathematics teachers, one for junwill speak on "I Met Churchill" something of the product of her ior college teachers of mathemattomorrow at 10:30 a.m. in S210. society in which women have but ics and one in biology for secondary school teachers.
Dr. Hermanns will base his talk, one role to play: the good wife.
The Summer Institute for junior
sponsored by the College Lecture
She exhibits, subtly, a certain
Committee, on his observations vicious quality which reaches its high school teachers of mathematand impressions of Churchill’s ap- peak in a scene where she must ics will be held from June 20 to
directed by Dr.
pearance at Harvard University choose between her husband, the July 27 and will be
when he received an honorary endearing minister, or a romantic John L. Marks. associate professor
of math. A grant of $48.600 has
poet who has fallen in love with been made by the NSF for this inLLD’
Dr Hermanns received h’ d
her.
stitute. Enrollment will be limited
torate. in political science from
is thceThe young poet, "Marchbank,"
to 50 teachers.
University of Frankfurt and was I,. played by Higgins.
Three basic courses will be oflater trained for a position in the
In the part of the reverend’s fered, one in the nature of proof,
League of Nations. He has been on secretary is Miss Haight as Miss
one
the San Jose State College faculty Proserpine Garnett, an old maid. one in the number system and
in topics from advanced matheReverend Mill, played by Parks. matics for the junior high school.
since 1946.
Dr. Frank Willey, chairman of is a young, ambitious and somethe college lecture committee and what unvvise and pedantic vicar
Dr. Marks will be assisted by
coordinator of extension services. under Morell. Ile is responsible for Dr. Marion T. Bird and Dr. II. F.
said that the lecture could be of much of the Shaw-style comedy. Jamison, professors of math, and
significance from an historical
"Burgess," Candida’s father, a Dr. John R. Clark, professor
standpoint,
cockney, is played by Kearns.
emeritus, Teachers College, Columbia University.
The Summer Institute for teachers of junior college mathematics
will be held from June 20 to July
27 and will be directed by Dr. W.
Howard Myers, professor of mathematics.
A grant of $47,700 was awarded
by the Foundation and a limit of
50 teachers has been set.
One justice abstainet: and three
voted to uphold the ASB Constitution in the precedent-makin:
trial.
Spartan Y was charged will:
failure to take down a poster
after an advertised event. The
group pleaded not guilty in a pre
liminary hearing and challem. :
the
constitutionality
of
t
clause setting forth the advert: log rule.
In its formal statement, the
Student Court said it upheld
the right of the "ASB Constitution to appoint powers to a
committee for the general welfare of the student body."
The specific clause uphe’d was
article seven, section two, clause
12 of the ASB bylaws. This gives
the Student Activities Board the
right to make rules governing
campus advertising.

’Candida’ Cast
ehearses
For Opening

Prof To Talk
On Churciill
Tomorrow

Science Grant
Awarded DS

Lyke and Doll on Stands

Dr. Charles E. Smith Jr.. associate professor of physiology, will
be the director of the Institute in
Biology for Secondary Science
Teachers to be held from June 27
to Aug. 5. A grant of $26,300 WAS
made for this institute.

SPARTANS

Committee To Study Library Hours
Li- tole has been
In ,4rant
ha:-,iggcstrd
brary hours have been requested money for the extra hours of Liby the College Library Committee. brary workers.
This year’s Library budget, he
Both faculty and students have
noted, was no larger than last
been urged by the committee to
year’s, although there are approxcontact Professor of Economics
William H. Poytress, committee imately 1000 more students this
year.
chairman, in C.11115.
A special committee was apLibrary hours have not, been in- pointed by the Student Council
creased, Professor Poytress said earlier this semester to investiyesterday, because the Legisln. gate the Library schedule.

used by ARA:lenahan to introduce
a veritable landslide of evidence to
prove the ASB’s right to make
rules. The second half of the prosecutor’s case was a quick calling of
two witnesses who testified that
the Y didn’t take down its posters.

ART MAJORJanet Staqqs, junior art major from Santa Monica,
is featured as "Lyke’s December Doll" in a three -page photo -feature in the current issue of Lyke Magazine, campus feature publication. Lyke went on sale this morning at booths throughout the
campus.

And what are you
going to leave
for Santa this
year? Reliable
sources up North
tell us that
he’s tired of
all those goodies.
And besides, he’s
on a health jag.
Give him something
more expensive
this year, like
those dandy Walk.
Over slip-on
moccasins. Only
16.95 at R/A.

1111111’

Editorial
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2SPARTAN DULY

d.-/iadmgn

Growing Pains
To

"E cryparaphrase an old sa)
body’s talking about schoqls but nobody
.
does anything about them."
We’ve seen at least four sUrveys in the
last few weeks on college enrollments now
and in the future. FA erything points to
"doom."
It seems as if only students are increasing on university and college campuses.
There are not enough teachers. not enough
buildings. not enough money. But there are

iniunnitilluiliniiiniumuutumututilliminiiiniutuinii
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plent:s of ,tudents.
The -olution to this increasingly appar’I’m listing badly, sir!’
ent problem does not lie only in training
ONLY THREE MORE proWELL
more teat-hers, squeezing more money out
crastinating days ’til Christmas! Only three
of state legislators, and getting more old.
more days to take it easy before vacation
Army barracks for classroom use.
It also lies in raising time standards for is in my lap and those vows and stern promises I made last
entrance to college, requiring more and month "to do it over vacation" will be haunting my conharder course matter; in short, separating science.
What I must do is make a list! Ali. yes. The perfect
the "men from the boys." It’s a matter that
answer to everything. It is more
has long been neglected.

fun than anything to make a list
of all the work I am going to
get finished by the time Jan. 4
gets here,
Now I may get only one thing
A "legislative poll" taken by a San Regents and that a similar board for the accomplished out of is list of 56
problem.
the
duplicate
only
could
"Thing* To Do," but I certainly
Francisco newspaper indicates a number of colleges
We hope this one criticism doesn’t kill feel a lot better about It once I
legislators are opposed to a separate board
have gotten all those nasty jobs
the whole separate board idea.
of trustees for the state colleges.
my mind and onto paper,
The coordinating councilwhich is part off
The legislators say Cal has too much fiThere is just something about
in
spending
oversee
could
plan
of
the
of
its
Board
under
independence
nancial
writing down what I will do that
both the university and colleges. This would seems to make me feel much more
relieved about the whole thing.
ease the present problem. not add to it.
The intent of the separate board pro- And I am ever the ambitious one
when it comes to writing clown
Continental Restaurant
posal is to give the colleges their own policy jobs
to do!
MEXICAN
LEBANESE
making body, not financial independence. Let’s see, I really should clean
.1.11.A out my room, get that basement
and AMERICAN FOODS
Our Specialty . 0, -al
cleared out, tie up all my old maSHISH-K/14AB
gazines, paint the garage, wash
Call CY 5-9519 for Reservations
and wax the car; and oh, so many
We Cater to Banquets, Priv. Parties
things to do!
Special Rates to Organizations
Once everything gets down in
1098 E. Santa Clara St.
black and white I can more raidOpen Daily 11 am -10 pm except Tues.
Adrian Daniel, Managing-Ownia
ly organize my jobs into days
By PHYLLIS MACKALI.
and hours. I number exactly
which jobs should get attended
Art and Music Editor
to first.
Thirty-one men will don white dinner jackets today My lists are very complete. I
COURTESY DISCOUNTS
to present the first performance in four years of the Men’s even jot down such things as:
TO STUDENTS
Glee Club.
"See Movie," "Get Date," and
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
Directed by Dr. C. Gus Lease, assistant professor of "Play Football."
Till 9 p.m.
music, the group will present a
I wouldn’t be surprised some
i!Christmas Concert before the San day to find myself jotting down:
Jose Rotary Club at 12:30 p.m. in "East dinner" or "Go to Sleep."
KEROSENE CLUB
That is how I amthorotigh.
the Ste. Claire Hotel,
365 E. Julian
The Men’s Glee Club began apresents
new this semester after four years
THE FENNY THING about
of inactivity. The group is open to
CLEFS
I
THREE
Wholesale Distributors
students in all fields and meets my lists Is that I lose interest
v,th nightly dancing
as a regular class, 11:30 a.m. on about ten minutes after everyELECTRONIC PARTS
Casuals Dance Band Monday, Wednesday and Friday. thing is written down. What
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT
TUESDAY NIGHT
Fridays they meet for joint re- good Is a list like that? I have
hearsals with the 27-member Wo- a system, though, that helps me
1403 W. San Carlos
men’s Glee Club, also directed by get through some of the items.
Tom Smothers
Dr. Lease.
I place a check after those
CY 8-1212
SUNDAY EVENING
Plans for the 1959-60 season in- things which probably will never
I
clude, after he Rotary Club con- get done. (Such as "History Term
cert, a possible TV appearance, ci- Paper," "Book Report," ten back
vic concerts, appearances at local "Chapters in English" and ’Study
high schools, and a May concert Econ Notes" for midterm on first
day back to school.)
with the Women’s Glee Club.
At today’s concert, the Men’s
One trouble with the method I
Glee Club will present: "Hall, use is that I can’t ever read what
evergreens
arranged by I have written down by the next
Spartans, Hall,"
branching from
Harold Johnson; "Visa L’- day. (I get very fired up to study
Amour," folk song with tenor when I know I can’t do a thing
the jm sport
solo by Bob Benjamin: "0 Tanshop, wonderful
nenbaum," German folk song
with duet by Paul Boynton and
for christrnas
Bob Benjamin; "Winter Song,"
sprucing!
by F. F. Bullard, with solo by
5baritone J. D. Nichols.
SR VINYL
woodsy
"La Virgen Lava Panales," Spaf(CA Custom
nish folk song with solo by tenor
green
Charles Segale; a medley of
cotton
Christmas carols, J. D. Nichols directing.
separates:
"Italian Street Song,’ from vica bandana
tor Herbert’s "Naughty Marietta,"
with solo by Mary Jane Segale of
print shirt,
the Women’s Glee Club; Bassett’s
"Take Joy Home," with the entire
6.95
Women’s Glee Club; and selections
16;
to
8
from Rogers’ "Carousel," with solo
A I ISTENINIC
A, AN’S RECORD
by Mr. Nichols.
gold.
(.4 Listening Woman,
Recently elected student officers
mend, fort
buttoned
of the Men’s Glee Club include
brought 10 you
John
Lazzari,
president:
Kenneth
crop top,
exclusively
Hunter, vice president -treasurer;
by VICEROYthe
J.
D.
Nichols,
student
director;
Cigarette with A
6.95
THINKING MANI
Don Charr, accompanist; and Jim
FILTER
...A SMOKING
8 to 16;
Janssen, secretary-publicity.
MANS TASTEI
full skirt,

Don’t Kill Separate Board

LEBANON

Men’s Glee Club Begins
First Season In 4 Years

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

about itsuch as just before bed
day tripand so will scrawl down
or when 1’ am leaving for a threeday tripand so’will scrawl down
in the middle of the night all sorts
of odd jobs to be taken cam of the
next day.)

Fine Arts Spartan ail

Today is the last day of the
Mark Adams tupeetry exhibition in
the art gallery. The seven gaily
colored tapestries have added quite
a Christmas touch to the gallery
as has the charming Christmas
tree designed and made by Leonard Stanley, associate professor
of art.
*
*
*
Guest soloist tonight with the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra will be Byron Janis, a noted
young American pianist. Appearing
at 8:30 in the San Francisco Memorial Opera House, Janis will
perform Rachmaninoft’s "Concerto
for Piano and Orchestra No. 3 in
D Minor."

COME MORNING I am up and
about and can’t figure out for the
life of me what "trixlguk thr flikj"
is supposed to mean,
These are some of the problems I have encountered ss hen
trying to organize all the things
I must do into some kind of a
system. All that ever happens
is that I get everything down all
nice and neat (once I actually
typed a list three times until I
had the heading "Things To Do
Over Christmas Vacation" (’orreetly centered.
Alt, to tell you the truth, after
everything is said and most likely
not done, I will go down and eat
a dish of ice cream; come next
March I will pull a slip of paper
out of a pants pocket and discover
with a knowing "ha -ha-ha" that
not a one of the items has a line
drawn through it.
My fourth-grade teacher always
said I was a jellyfish and it looks
as though she may have been
right.

open every
night ’tit

SOFT FRENCH ROLL
LETTUCETOMATOPICKLEONION

Tico’s Tacos

christmos

479

United Air Lines
offers its Stewardesses a rewa-d.
ing, exciting and re
reer in the sly.
Openings available every month in 1950

4

/.
tr
Ir.

JOSEPH MAGNIN

to see us.

R SHELDON ONSTEAD

20 through 26

Height:
Weight:
Vision:

5’2" to 5’8"
In proportion to height
At least 20/100 each eye, cc.r.
rectable to 20/30 or better,
Glasses or contact lens accept.
able.
Education: Minimum of 2 years of College
or 2 years of public contact no
penance or acceptable combin-

can select

liii

the most

PS

flattering
fashions
at

etion.

Otki ear

Apply during your Christmas vacation at the nearest
United Air Lines office. If accepted, a class assign.
merit may be made to fit your’ educational and
r.ry-2ral

SPORTSWEAR
CASUALS DRESSY DRESSES
455 E. William St. CY 4-7629
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CIGARETTES!
The Greatest Jazz
Album in Years!

arnpus
zz- Fe,sfivat

NUMBERS

ON A SPECIALLY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE
ARTISTS
Get out from under the avalanche;
don’t put ott your career planning
’til graduation time.
Provident Mutual offers college
men excellent opportunities in
life insurance sales and sales
management with a training pro.
gram that’s tops in the business.
What’s more, you can get started
now, while you’re still in school.
We’ll be glad to answer your
questions about a career in life
insurance. Telephone or stop by

Benny Goodman Louis Armstrong
Erroll Garner Shorty Rogers
Jonah Jones
Duke Ellington
Red Norvo
Ben Webster
Bob Scobey
Buck Clayton
Vic Dickenson
L 121
Rex Stewart
Dukes of Dixieland

Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists
winners in a national popularity survey of American
College and University Students! Yours at a special
low pricewith the compliments of VICEROYthe
cigarette that gives you the best filtering of all for
full rich taste. "A Thinking Man’s Filter...
A Smoking Man’,; Taste."

Ywrs kr 0/4/
and

2 empty packages

BROWN
315

of

VICEROY Cigarettes

WILIIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION

Box
Lounyille

I, Kentucky
me mend roe prod paid
record (n) of the Special VICEROY
AMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enrlomed in $1.00 Om Moon’,
limn...) mid 2 empty Viceroy pneknion for each record ordered.

OOP

Arldrein
City
Stnte

Zone

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Lite Insurance Company
ci Phiiadeiphia

4th and St. James

AIRLINE
STEWARDESSES

You

9:30
until

AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTrow
p
Hydramatic
erglide
student rates-456 E San Salvador CY 5
4247

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS

Martians’ Lullaby
March Of The Toys
Just A Mood
Royal Garden Blues
Shine On Harvest Moon
Erroll’s Bounce
St. James Infirmary
Ciribiribin
Tin Roof Blues
When The Saints Go Marching In

center

A &M Auto Repair
GENERAL

SELECT BEEF

Age:

10 GREAT JAZZ

shopping

JIM ADAMS, Ed. + or
BILL CRAWFORD. P.j,i
D ey Editor, this issue
Hopi,54

4-LB. GROUND ROUND

LOOK!

valley fair
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RANCHBURGER

8.95
8 to 14.
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’peace Marchers’ Cited The Voice of Experience Speaks
In Campus Rebel’ Article Billie Burke

puses throughout
the Unit,..1
By RUN BATES
States.
again
on
appearing
are
"The stage is a hard place
Two local outbreaks include thel
rebels
campuses today, according to peace marchers from San Jose; Iii make a home."
Miss Billie Burke. whose
issue of "’the State, who walked from the camthe November
pus to Union Square in San Franhigh-pitched British accentuin
an
artitnagazine
cisco during the summer, and the
Nation"
anti-ROTC hunger strike by Fred ated %like and co lll i l
cle entitled "Campus Rebels
Moore, a University of California stilted stage manners have
Fintl a Cause."
student.
entertained the public for
The problem of student apathy, decades, pushed a stray silver lock
The article, written by Allan
proEnglish
Dartmouth
he says, seems, from the respons- of hair under the huge blue hat.
Brick, a
She was interviewed recently
fessor, said he finds a recent out- es which have arisen to the quesanti-ROTC
or
pacifist,
tion of pacifism, to "exist largely while on tour of Bay Area departbreak of
on
camfeelings
because the student’s mind has ment stores to plug her new book,
anti -militaristic
been Insulated against the central "With Powder on My Nose." The
book deals with a variety of subquestion of modern life."
This question, the writer points jects ranging from marriage, cookout, is the problem of the respon- ing and mothers-in-law to chorus
For the discriminate cyclist ...
sibility of the individual "in the girls, memories and children. In
England’s 3.speed Raleigh and
souring
and
speed
10
II&
lamas
face of the immoral and de-indi- parts of the book she reminisces
raring bicycle.
vidualizing demands of modern na- of the days when she was married
CY3-9766
Alameda
The
1435
to the show great Florenz Ziegfeld.
tions preparing for war."
She stopped autographing copies
as she spoke.
"So many young people make
the mistake of coming to Hollywood," she said and shook her
head. "I’ve devoted a whole
Over 2000 TITLES
chapter In my book to the subIN PAPERBACKS
ject of breaking into acting.
r "You have to tell them all, ’FinFood for the mind ...
ish your education. Read everycome in and get some dessert.
thing. Act in everything you can.
BROWSERS WELCOME
Get discovered where you are.
DONT come to Dollywood.."
On 4th St.Across from Library
STAGE VETERAN
I The 75-year-old stage veteran
put two teaspoons of brown, unrefined sugar into a cup of tea
which was rapidly cooling.
"An education is Indeed worth
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
Its weight In gold," she comRATE FOR 3 MONTHS
mented. "It’s good to !We that
rental applies to purchase price
the schools and colleges are doof any machine if you decide to buy.
ing
.11 to improve acting
1, qualities, especially in elocution.
"I remember once when I was
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS RENTED
on tour how hard it was to find
$11500
3 months&
$15.00 Rental Applies to purchase price of any machine if
you decide to buy.
Phone
Pc -up
Pick -Up
and
and
CYpress 3-6383
Delivery
Delivery
Service
Service
101.11114

1:0 Repair
TO REPAIR
iLTY
Fowerglide
rates
CY 541241
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Discusses Stage Education Finals Scheduled

just lour yoting men, whom we
needed to recruit from local talent,
who could elocute clearly and distinctly," she continued..
ACCENT IS GENUINE
Miss Burke’s accent, which is

taut ita:.t a Ntage accent, was developed in England and France
where she received most of her
education. Her grandmother greatly influenced her foreign schooling.
Billie returned to America in

19(17 to play opposite John Drew
I in "My Wife." One of the first
persons she met on her return v.as
the neice of Drew with whom she
developed a great friendship- Libel Biurymore.

Many remember Miss Burke as I
the good fairy in the "Wizard of I
Oz" or as one of the intriguing
characters of "Let’s Pretend."
kiddie’s radio program that a a
popular during the latter yeai
of the wur. Der dramatic and
mic triumphs are too numer,,,.
list.

PAULS CYCLES

Years have not aged M i
Hushes desire or ability to act. As
recently as January, she was appearing in "Listen to the Mocking
Bird" at the Shubert Theater in
Washington, D.C., her home town.
The theater burned down, sets and
scenery were a total loss and
play was unable to open. Shortly
afterward she went back to work
in "The Philadelphia Story." a
movie.
The agent looked at his watch
Ind smiled at Miss Burke. Mary
William Ethelbert Appleton Burke
weathed a sigh, picked up a pen.
and took another book from th,
Ale placed before her.

ROBERTS BOOKS

.set a rewat.
epontible ca.
i60

c:r
etter.
cept
)11ege
:t e.mbin.

he nearest
ass assign.
lion& and

0
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Same Location 59 Years
FREE PARKING NEXT DOOR
24 South Second St.

Holiday Drive -In
It’s Fun to Save Money
When You Eat at Our
SELF - SERVICE BURGER STAND

IN

"DEN"

I

Right Across the Street
From the CAMPUS

r.Z

-The Duman Condition- ity Dannab Arendt will be reviewed by
Dr. Donald E. Walters, associate
professor of history and education,
at today’s book talk in Cafeteria
’ Rooms A and B at 12:30.
The book, referred to by a prominent critic as "a great work of
, the mind and imagination," is the
second authored by Miss Arendt.
Her first work was "The Origin
of Totalitarianism."
Dr. Walters svill call attention
to the hook’s subtitle, "A Study
of the Central Dilemmas Facing
Modern Man," during his review.
"I feel Miss Arendt has done a
remarkable job of making real to
her readers these dilemmas," stated Dr. Walters.
"However," he continued, " I am
not wholly convinced that she has
sufficiently illuminated the nature
of the dilemmas faced by the modern man so that we receive any
very clear indication as to the direction see in -t look for escape."

4th and San Fernando
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT

tr-tiossuiumustswievsawesomos**********.

GOODS
Drop in and see
Al...you findll
’most everything
for Dm sports
minded.

Al’s Sporting Goods

WILLOW GLEN
1084 Lincoln An.. CV 4-2610

Dr. James Clark, assistant pro-lrenmatt. The talk aroused such in’
presented that
fessor of English, will give a re-; terest when first
peat performance of his November ! Dr. Clark has been asked to give,
it a second time.
book talk at the December lunchThe play is presently being preeon meeting for English and Lan- sented at the C’urran Theater in
guage Arts majors and English De- !San Francisco and features Alfred
partment faculty tomorrow at Lunt and Lynn Fontanne in their
11:30 a.m. in Cafeteria Room B. farewell performance to the Amer-The Visit," Dr. Clark’s review ican theater.
topic, is a suspenseful drama by
English majors and faculty
the Swiss author Friedrick Doermembers are invited to bring their
I lunches to the meeting. according
to Dr. Ruth Lavare, assistant pro!lessor of English.

79 E. SANTA CLARA

Benson Declares
’He’ll Not Resi? gn

VALLEY FAIR
CH II-4500
56 Valley Fair

4 ’Thank lieu itte4,4age
h.o,es ehetso jor
T!-ier.c.:. or 7re
W;th the Christmas vacat:on being just
campus we take this opportunity to exoress
,
H.
our appreciation for the b.; given us and to extend ot.,a a.
,
wishes during the Holiday

!

If you’re looking for a last
suggest that you come
our fresh good book ;_,
for wives and husbands, tr,,d loves. crdren, aunts, uncles, old ." Tr
leagues and the nice
selection of hundreds ari
books for all the farnly.

Triad Scheduled

And, whether you follow our sos?ge
or not, we wish you
v -, Me r y
Christmas.

BM

an Jose

Open ’61
9:00 p.m.
Thursday

lEzBOOK SHOP

Best Seller Reprints
For Less
CV 5.550

119 EAST SAN FERNAN:

Os LOVE s
11Z44
C

We Will Redeem This Ad
For Any 10c Drink FREE

SPORTING

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
66 South First St. CV 3-0616

p

Caroling Planned

AT

for

(.1

3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
IN THE SAN JOSE AREA

BILLIE BURKE
autographs and education

Age
A 11.
Newman Club has scheduled a
culture Secretary Ezra T. Benson
left the hospital yesterday deter- , triad of events tonight at 8:30 in
mined to resist demands for his Newman Hall.
First event of the evening is a
resignation and to pin the blame I Christmas miracle play "Why the
for farm program failures on the ’ Chimes Rang."
Democratic-controlled Congress.
Paul Fratessa and John Freed
Benson, looking somewhat thin star as brothers in the play. Al
and drawn after surgery for re- I Silva pmarays the uncle. A dance
moval of his gall bladder, declared and party will be held after the
again as he was discharged from performance.
Tht, ..
the hospital, "I am not going to
resign."
tie had said Monday in a statement from his bed at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center that he
RENT A TYPEWRITER
would not quit, despite resignation
Special Student Rate
demands from some farm state
3 MONTHS $15
Department will give Republicans who feel he will cost
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
its annual Christmas party for the GOP votes in next year’s elec96 E. San Fe-na,da
CY 2.755.
all music majors and minors today tions.
:it 3:30 p.m. in the faculty room
the Cafeteria.
A Christmas program will include music, carol singing and
Christmas readings. Refreshments
will he served. There is no charge
for refreshments.

Eat - Read - Relax
OUR
):

.

Topic Today

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

your

WEBBS

S.F. barniner

f o Repeat
ro
Book Talk
,
ModernMan’ At English Meet Tomorrow
Book Talk

PORTABLE

AL’S...

Everything Photographic

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

r Lines

als exam schedule for this semi--,
Err are available at the Spartan
Hook Store. Dr. Harrison Heath,
chairman of the Exam Committee,
has announced.
I Three thousand free copies have
been printed. i
Heath said.
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STUDENT RATES
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OVER 25 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN THE
SERVICE STATION
BUSINESS
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A Christmas Suggestion...

.
i

..."111-1014

the proprietor’s handsome

.4"

GIFT CERTIFICATE -

**
*

..,,...,
*.

’ - , 21,

*
*

i

assures a perfect present
The gentleman makes his personal
choice of m hat he swishes at the time
that suits his pleasure.. .according
to the amount of the donor’s pleasure. This is considered a splendid
gift by all.

M
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You Get These Free Service Checks
With Every SHELLUBRICATION
1.
2.
3.
4.

BRAKES
STEERING
LIGHTS
SHOCKS

YAGER & SILVA SHELL SERVICE

for men and women
50 south 4th street
Open Mon. -Fri. Eves.

Engine Tune -Up
Complete Brake Repair
Lubrication
Starter, Generator Work 98 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

C

Opposite Student Union Building

PHONE CYpress 5-8968

5.
6.
7.
8.

TIRES
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL
FAN BELT

9. BATTERY
0 CRANKCASE
11. RADIATOR

4SPARTAN DAILY
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S.A.M. Plans
Dinner Tonight

Not Big .. But Oh My!

APhi0 Receives
Special Plaque
Alpha phi

Eat-her in the evening, Jim Joy

(rater-

Omega

Members of the Society for the
Advancement of Management will
hold a business dinner tonight at
the Garden City Hofbrau, on Market street, at 6:30, according to
Jim Browning. SAM president.
Guest speaker will be Professor
Jack Holland, head of the business
and industrial management department. He will speak on "How
to Take an Interview."
George Sullivan of the college
placement office also will be attending the dinner, and will be
available to answer any questions
on placement.
The main order of business on
the meeting agenda will be the
nomination of officers for the
spring semester. All members are
urged to attend the meeting.
Browning stated.

read a testimonial scroll in renity brothers were awarded cognition
of Byron Bollinger, fraa plaque of recognition front t ernity ads iser since 1949.
Dr. Lester Steig. national
Major %pets/ter of the evening
fraternity representative for was Norman Sayen, head of the
Bay Area chapters. upon its rehabilitation department of Agnews State Hospital.
20th anniversary celebration; Earlier in the evening seven
Sunday at Havenly Foods Restau- ’

rant.

SAVE ON XMAS GIFTS
AT SCOTTY MACS
DECEMBER
DISCOUNTS
TO

40

pledges were initiated to the chapter in solemn ceremonies at the
campus chapel. They include Bruce
Barton, Bob Cohn. Bob Hunt. Richard Imperiale, Roy Ito, Kent
SHAH, IKE CONFER IN TEHERANPresident Eisenhower is reVlautin and Pat Young.
lasing today aboard the cruiser U.S.S. Des Moines somewhere in
During the evening the officers
the Mediterranean after visiting Greece yesterday. Here he
of the fraternity for the coming
makes a statement at the Teheran Airport as Iranian Shah Reza
year were sworn into office. OfPahlevi looks on. Eisenhower spent 51/2 hours in Iran before going
Deers include Jerry Redford, preson to Greece last Sunday. The strenuous jaunt so far has covered
ident; Tom Lambert. vice presiseven nations in 12 days. The President will visit with Premier
dent; Renae Cottam, recording
secretary; Tomio Uchiyama, cor-1 Habib Bourgiba in Tunis later this week.
responding secretary; Bob Allison. --S
treasurer. and Jim Williams. historian.

partaguide

ON
SEM
COVERS

sATE

TODAY
Alpha Eta Sigma, rnee.:ng. Cafeteria
Room A. 2.30 p.m.
Gamma Delta, Christrnas party, First
Immanuel I.,.heran Chcrcn, 374 S. Second S. 7 p.m.
Newman Club, Rosary. 8:15 p.m.
meatIng 8.30 p.m., Newman Hail, 79 S.
r--fo, 5..
Society for Advancement of Management, meeting Garden City HofbraL
r I S. Market St., 6:30 p.m.
Spartan V. discussion of loyalty oar’s
-3" Y Ninth and San Antonio S’s

Lowest Gas Prices
t- San ..1.:,e

-Ave9
ON
CONVERTIBLE
TOPS

ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE
Cigarettes 20e
All Major Oils -38c

as low as
$59.88

2r0 STATIONS

SAVE ON
TONFALI
COVERS
as low as
$29.88

4th &

William-6th &

Keyes
10TH AND TAYLOR

The only Sheltered
Driving Range
in San Jose

WE GIVE

GREEN
STAMPS

HOURS
Weekdays
9 to 9

BM

Sot. & Sun.
9 to 5

Just East of N. First St. and
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.

E. Santa Clara
(94 7505
216 Race Street

CYprss 5-9542
_

Shank’s Drive-In

Cleaners

AND

SHIRT LAUNDRY
APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00 a.m.

Out at 5:00 p.m."

ONE DAY SERVICENO EXTRA CHARGE

SPECIAL
one week only
2nd & San Carlos

TOPCOATS ,
$1.10
CY 3-3701

Committee chairmen are Virginia Seeman, entertainment; Cindy
Buettner, refreshments; Linda Incardona, decorations; and Carol
Lehmkuhl, publicity.

, TOMORROW
IwHC, -eeri-o CH235 3
I Roger Williams Fellowship. c
prayer ce . Grace Bap.;,st Chur,:r
and San Fernando Sts., 6:30 a.m.
Social Affairs Committee, ’,seeing.
T,-,53 3:30 p.m.

Ample Grass Area
Student Rates

MUFFLERS
SEAT COVERS

Gamma Delta, a Lutheran students’ organization, will hold its
Christmas party in the basement
of the First Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 374 S. Third St., tonight
at 7, with a 25-cent gift exchange.

Vicar Ronald Smith will lead
the closing vesper service. Mem7,, Delta Phi, meeting, Tower, 7 3C bers and interested students are
invited to attend.
Wesley Foundation, Dine -a -t."
neon 205 E. Santa C era S.., I:

San Jose
Fairways

SAVE ON
SPORT low a,
TARPS $27.88

Lutheran Group
To Have Yule Fun

’D14 ,Iii.
-

Jiaz4WAIA, rtS rine4

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Hof bran

Authentic Barvarian Food
Music Every Night
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
Americas greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
(Appears Mon.- Thurs.)
Billie Gallagher
on the piano

fl!
4S

411

Engineering graduate students
will meet with advisers from the
department for program advising
on Dec. 21, at 7 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium. E118, according to Dr. David Carter, head of
graduate engineering studies.
Discussion will include policies
relating to problems such as: limitation of enrollment to matriculated students, evaluation of transfer credits, graduate personnel
test, qualifications for admission
to candidacy. Master’s degree connature of final
tract program,
Master’s examination, steps to be
taken before graduation, and
course schedules.
All graduate students regardless
of status, and interested persons
are urged to come and bring all
questions for clarification, Dr.
Crirser pointer’ out.

Die Rhinelander
Band

1146pau

carcien City
51

SO MARKET ST.

u.,

CY 7-2002

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
Must Vacate in 30 Days
ALL STOCK DRASTICALLY

REDUCED
All 254 Cards

now

The Best Mexican Food
North of the Border

15e

The Seta Kappa

ENCHILADA DINNER
Soup or Salad, 2 Enchiladas,
Rice, Beans, Coffee and Dessert

277 E. SAN FERNANDO STREET

EL CHARRO CAFE

Ski Club Slates
Trip to Tahoe

CY 3-9779

799 S. First
11 a.m

eing taken through
Sign-up,
Friday in the Student Affairs Business Office, TH16, for the SJS Ski
Club’s trip to Heavenly Valley, Tahoe, scheduled for Jan. 9-11.
The trip will cost club members
$17.90 and non-members $20.90.
The prices include bus transportation, food and lodging at Tahoe
Valley Lodge.
A non-refundable deposit of $5
must be made this week by students planning to attend.

10 p.m

Closed Wed.

San

Jose

teCtiftowrwn.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

LUCKY STRIKE presents

Dp,.rft004:1:
Historic event! DR. FROOD

62,000 Mail Cars
WASI1INGTON UP’ .--The nation’s railroads have announced
they are making available more
than 62,000 cars so that Christmas
mail and packages can be moved
without a hitch.
If the cars were coupled together, they would stretch about 700
miles or roughly the distance between here and Chicago.
The post office department expects a 3 per cent hike in holiday
iilume over last year’s six
,-Irels and packages.

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS

Benefit checks from the VeterGolf Course
ans Administration may be sent
9 HOLE PITCH and PU
directly to the beneficiary’s bank
for deposit to his account, the VA
Student rate 50g
announced recently. The bank
must be given the required power
Special pric on driving range
I
student,.
of attorney.
San Jose’s most complete
A special U.S. Treasury form is
golfing confer
available at the VA office for the
10TH & TULLY ROAD
purpose of assigning the power of
attorney to the oeneficiary’s bank. animmennwommome

re

Engineering
Grads To Meet

NinnIllmink11Wmoy,

Vets May Send
Checks to Bank

REVEALS HIS ADDRESS
(See below)
Dear Dr. Frood: \ly roommate continually steals my Luekies. What should 1 do?
Sinned Against

Dear Dr. Frood: If 1 were demented
enough to scant to write to you, how
Pen Pal
would I go about it?
Dear Pen Pal: Address your letter to:
Dr. Frond
Box 2990
Grand Central Station
New York 17, N.Y.
No phone calls please. Thus far Ese been
unable to have a phone installed here in
the box.
4a,
to,

Dear Dr. Freed: lam a 5’1" co-ed with
a figure exactly like the Venus de Milo’s.
Would you say 1 should be in the me’ ies?
Lowly
Dear Lovely:
I’ll say anything

)cou want me to.

40,
GO,
Dear Dr. Frood: I told my fiancee we
can’t afford to get married until I finish
college. She insists that two can lice as
cheaply as one. Is this true?
Dubimis
Dear Dubious:
N es. If thev take turns eating.

DR. FROOD ON HARASSING
HABITS OF ROOMMATES

X4L-ift. 11.
Dear Sinned Against: I la most successful defense is the traditional %frican
one. Mold a small was image of your
roommate. Then, at full moon, insert
half a dozen common household pins into
the hands of the image.

eteefrrieditax

’Os

sOs

sCrs

TV

Dear Dr. Freed:

from MAX, GROWLER, SANTA, and LARKS

P.5.we now serve breakfast 5 a.m. to 10 a.m.
181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

1 was out with my girl
and I saw this old lady and 1 laughed and
I said, "Did you ever see such a worn-out
old hag?" and my girl told me it was her
mother. What can I do now?
Out spud en
Dear Outspoken: Take your left foot in
our right hand and jerk sharply until it
comes out of your mouth.

Dear Dr. Frood: Our football team has
lost 8 games a year for the last 6 years.
flow can we improve our record without
letting the old coach go? Alumni Pres.
Dear Alumni Pres.:
hedule fewer games.

Roommates resent these common fa,
roommates: Staring at my girl’s D.
Not staring at my girl’s pictOre.
when I’m not. Having a homely 5:51, Haying no sister at all. Only one 1" :
more annoying than having 3 roe:’
who always runs out of Luctries: Ha...
ruommat!! nho dnesnit smoke Lucy

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular
sold. Lucky’s taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T. Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

,04IRE

z .r/Ae,cr

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!
74,
Prwlact of ("to OFmAtirart Sclatoo-6-’

nand
"J’atemer7 is our Inialt

OUNDS
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Notional Life
I The Lincoln Company
Insurance
1
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50c
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lost complete
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Marc Hot, Hits 23!"--StateWins,68-63
CREGOMII. BROVi N
Sports Editor

nip and tuck battle all the way, San Jose State’s
Spartan basketballers put the "freeze" on a determined
Fresno State bid in the final two minutes to grab their second win of the season, 68-63 in the Men’s Gym last night.
The lead changed hands more times than a worn five
dollar bill as the two teams battled on even terms for almost the entire contest. Dennis Marc. the Spartans’ lanky
pivot
In a

WELME.gragi

Lfling

AL CORRAL
College Agent San Jose State

Seniors
Graduate Students

bran
ood

Plan will be of
The LNL College
towShisin.iorysouander.Gr,att
speciati:ctieonretsst
te

Rhinelander
Band

prau
Y 7-2002
tarlr22M-MS,

school. you secure a low rate bestatus.
cause of present age and
More importantthe Lincoln Colnow without
! ego Plan can be started
regular premium deposits being made
of school.
out
you’re
after
until
you benefit with these advantages
Low rate to students
Flexibilitytailored to present and future needs
You make no regular
deposits until you are out of

school
Get complete information an the
Lincoln College Plan from

ESS

AL CORRAL Class of ’58
LIS Campus Agent

CV 7-7368
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Show SLATE
EFITClir.'WM
7-30 6 0
Presents:

’THE CRUCIBLE’
story of
love and death during the
days of Salem witchcraft.
With Simone Signors* of Room at
The dark, savage

the Tcp’ and -Diabolique fame...
Yves Mentand who has just completed Es own show in San Francisco
. .andMylene Demongeot

plus

’THE KISS’
These two great shows will run for
Approximate two weeks

MAYFAIR
"John Paul Jones"
"The Rabbit Trap"
J -s. .,re MartyErnnest Baronies
I co-ed %%ail
ills de Milo’s.
n the mo% ies?
Lowly

se to.
Os
ty fiancee %e
until I finish
o can use

as

Dubious

alsoa surprise comedy
Closed Dec. 23rd and 24th

EL RANCHO
Drive-in
DSNEY

"DARBY O’GILL AND THE
LITTLE PEOPLE-plus
"WARRIOR AND THE
SLAVE GIRL"
This Showing Ends Tuesday

g.

RASSING
MATES

GAY THEATER

2 GREATS...Ernes} Hetmingway’S

"OLD MAN AND THE SEA"
In

Wth Spencer Trosy
PLUS ...

’Street Car Named Desire’
Brando - Vivien Leigh
These showings end Saturday
non faults ,n
tins picture.
are. Yulyog
3mely sister.
one
a roommate
a
les Ha
Luck:es.

man, hit 23 points to lead
the
scoring piirwie’ His floor piny
was flawless and he led both
squads in rebounds.

LEAD CHANGES
The game see-sawed in the first
half with first Fresno taking the
lead only to have San Rise come
back and overtake the fast -breaking Bulldogs. Fresno State left the
floor after the first half with a
33-32 advantage mainly on the
shooting of sophomore guard Mike
McFerson who hit 10 points In the
Initial half and 16 for the game
to lead his mates offensively.
Coach Walt McPherson had
Ills boys working the ball In well
at the offset of the second half
and the Spartans hung on doggedly, not letting the Bulldogs
get more than a five point ad vantage.
STATE CLOsES
State began chessing away at
the slim margin and with Marc
hitting in close and Gary Ryan
scoring on driving lay-ins from the
side, the Spartans overtook the
visitors with 10 minutes left in the
’time. Fresno bounced back again
.,n the outside shooting of Babe
Williams to regain the lead but
the Spartans, on another Ryan layin, took the lead again with seven
minutes left.
Forward Bob Chapman put the
locals ahead foi the last time on a
20 foot cast-off with four minutes
remaining. McPherson’s quint took
time out at this point in the game
and Walt had his boys put on the
freeze shortly after and the Bulldogs never could close the gap.
Chapman hit 16 tallies for State
and Ryan came through with four
second half baskets to net 13 to
aid the Spartan offensive cause.
Joe McGrath, playing his steady
floor game. netted 10 counters.
SJS, finding its shooting eye for
a change, hit for a tough 51 per
rent for the game. Fresno fi,ond
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1610 E. Santa Clara

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
3-0503

The Snack -Bar will be
closed during vacation
SHOW STEALERJoe McGrath, the Spartan candidate for
"hustler of the year" was named the player of the week by Northern California sports writers this week for his outstanding play
against California’s Bears. McGrath harrassed his foes throughout
the contest and hit for 18 point?, high for the game.

V-Ball Team
Loses Match
San Jose State’s first

enture

into organized volleyball tournaments proved dismal as the team
compiled a six won and eight loss
record in the Reno Open Fellow-

for remodeling.

Rp

DELICIOUS LUNCHES ARE
STILL BEING SERVED
FROM THE SNO-MAN
Take home all varieties
of ice cream and ice milk

Track Meeting

-Bar
Sno-Man Snack
San Carlos

There will be a meeting tonight at 7:30 in M(5201 for all
men interested in varsity and
freshman track 11.4 sell as managers.
Coach Bud Winter emphasized
that this Is a "must" meeting for
those Intending to participate in
track lie-tut year.

Corner Fourth and

eyes can only

YOUP

le

as good as you, glasses

. . . don? fool for CHEAP largains

ship tourney last weekend.
Setter Tom Nilsson and spiker
Bill Smyth played consistent hall
during the whole Saturday alai

but the "green" team had -tournament jitters" according to play.
1!,
McCanill,

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL

Have You Ordered Your
Corsages for the Holidays?

OPTOMETRIST
Complete eye examinations and optical service. Latest styled glasses and
contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
EASIEST CREDIT
TERMS
Mention this ad ... when visiting any of the Dr. Haskell Offices

No Order Too Large or Too Small

S+

Special Rates to Fraternitles
Corsage: $1 up

Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
SAN FERNANDO) Also-199 S. First St (Corner of lit and Res
Coll Cr 7-1880
Antonio.

D & D FLORISTS
454 N.

Vaughn’s Ex ansion Sale
cr,

13th St.

CYpress

San Jose

7-9073

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

Vaughn’s Ex ansion Sale

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

EXPANSION SALE

2

FOR THE

1

PRICE OF

THE TRUTH HURTS, BUT OUR TIMING WAS POOR AND WE ARE FORCED
TO SALE OUR ENTIRE STOCK BEFORE OUR NEW STORE (3 TIMES LARGER) IS COMPLETED. A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF OUR SPECIALIZED AND
CAREFULLY SELECTED CHRISTMAS MERCHANDISE WILL BE SOLD AT
COST OR BELOW TO STUDENT CARD HOLDERS. EARLY SELECTION IS
Jim Lutz, Mgr.
ADVISABLE.

2

SHIRTS
COTTON PANTS
SPORT COATS
SWEATERS
JACKETS
SUITS
SLAX
ETC., ETC., ETC.

for

DRUG STORE

5.95
(Split with a buddy)

2

2

for

for

59.50

12.95

(Two may participate)

Illring a friend, make
a steal/

VAUGHN’S

Charge it on First Nat’l or Bankomericard.
Take 6 months to pay.

121 S. 4th Street
DRUG STORE
CV 2-8081

Between 3rd and 4th CY

COMING SOON
The new Snack-Bar

Phi Epsilon Kappa, national er
men’s physical education fraternity, initiated 22 pledges this week
to climax a month long pledge 2
period.
Taking their formal oath at the )1.
San Jose State Memorial Chapel
Sunday evening were Tom Has,:
do
president; Bill Augenstein, vice
president; Mike Jones, secretary;
tne
K
and
treasurer
Herkenrath,
Stu Bartell, sergeant -at-arms.
Others were John Gallagher,
Ron Thompson, Harry Raley, Dave
A nd rew s, Lonny Christensen,
Guy Gleason, Robert Haywood,
James Dempsey, Manuel Elias,
Jon Holmquist, Robert Sutton and
Bernie Slate.
Ed Reynolds, Tom Lionvale, Don
Christiansen, Keith Antes and Bill
Hardy.
Dr. William Gustafson, adviser
to the group said that this year’s
pledge class represents the largest
the fraterhity’: liktory at SOS.
.

REXALL

IT’S GORDONS
for
TENNIS SUPPLIES

Fernando

San

We Have

FIRST STREET
35 So. First Street

Open daily ’HI 10 p.m.

RACKETS RESTRUNG AND REPAIRED
Trade in your old racket on a new one.
3 for $1
Good used tounament balls

Instant Tanning After
Shave Lotion

naddlt now

For delicious Home -Cooked Food in an atmosphere of congeniality and comfortYou can’t
beat Ed’s Hole in the Well! Complete Dinners
from BIAS

*toots

MAN -TAN
ILTER!

.s

San

State’s track team ss on national honors this week when he
was selected by Truck and Field
News us the top United States
truck and field athlete.
Norton, who made tremendous
showings In the Pun American
GAMIN, NCAA and AAE inert%
this year practically re-wrote
the record books with his pa-nor.
mum’s-s.
Norton equalled the world record in the 100 (93) two times.
the IOU meters (10.1) and set a
new world’s record in the 200
meter dash around at curve
(20.6).

aAnvii

I’m on my way to

JOSS’

PEK lnitiat
22 Into Club l

REXALL

SPARTAN

TRA-LA-LA!

Norton Chosen
Top U.S. Athlete

the range on 9:3.4 of its shots.
On rebounds, it watt close. The
Spartan!, had it slight edge, 38-31.
In contrasting the learns’ sh,,,
ing, most of San Jose’s bash.
came on drives by Ryan or shot
jumps by Chapman and Marc.
Marc in particular was in control
of the offensive boards for the
Spartans all night.
Coach Bill Vandenburgh of the
Bulldogs jerked his two starting
guards in favor of two dwarfs,
George Sarantos 15-61 and Earl
Smith 15-7) when San Jose went
into its freeze, but it didn’t work
to the advantage of the visitors,
as the Spartans gradually pulled
away.
FROSH WIN
In the freshman contest, John
Coffey had another hot night, hitting 24 points to lead the Sparta babes over Foothill Junior College,
71-44. The winners held a 37-22
halftime advantage.
BM Robertson was second to
his teanunate, tallying 17 for the
yearling squad.
The next Spartan basketball
contest will be against the Oregon
Ducks up north on Monday and
esthe next home game will be with
COP on Jan. S.

YOUR DOWNTOWN
next to Woolworths

V:ednevlay. Dece^l‘

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

Open Every Nite ’til Xmas
Vaughn’s Expansion

Sale

S7UDENT
CLOTHING
UNION
(SALE IN

SAN JOSE STORE ONLY)

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

Vaughn’s Expansion Sale

6-7.rinTesn.A.

DSP Names Door Judges
’I lie three judges for the Delta

Sigma Phi fraternity door decoration contest are Mrs. Kathy Briski,
society reporter of the San Jose
Mercury-News; Mr. M. E. Foskett,
personnel manager of advance development lab at IBM; and Mr.
Richard Sorby, associate professor
of art.
Although judging took place last
night, winners have not been announced. A plaque will be present.

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

December 16 1959

ed to the contest chairman or
president of the winning house at
a dinner held at the Delta Sig
house tomorrow at 5:30 p.m.
The contest was open only to
fraternity entries, however, plans
being for next year’s contest to
include independent living groups
as well, stated Bi I Mazzocco, publicity chairman.
Last year’s winner was Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.

CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER week the actives and pledges have
been leaving notes and candy for
their secret elves. The identity of
the elves will be revealed at the
party.
Monday night the Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity serenaded their
Moonlight Girl Vicki Greenlee. A
coffee exchange was held after
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Sunday the Delta Gamma ladies the serenade.
and the Delta gigs co-sponsored a SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Christmas party for blind children,
Initiation of new officers for
held at the DG house. John Die- Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
brich, a 10-year-old, played the took place Monday night. Assumukelele and sang. The children ing positions are Jack Gheilmetti,
were given gifts and refreshments. president; Bob Foster, vice presiSix finalists In the Carnation dent; Lee Hughes, secretary; Gary
Girl Contest are Nancy Reesink, Levi,
treasurer; Len Perrone,
Alpha (’hi Omega; Kathy Thor- pledge warden; Rod Fosdick, house
ough, Chi ()mega; Carol Gordon, manager; Dick Yocom, corresponDelta Gamma; Gall Relnigger, dent; Jim Thompson, chaplin; Dan
Shirley Tapson, rush chairman; Abe GarAlpha Theta;
Kappa
Wenner. Sigma Kappa; and Jill cia, chronicler; and Mike Joyce,
Reichard, Alpha Phi.
social chairman.
The Delta Sigs and the Sigma
Sunday the brothers and the laKappa sorority gave a Christmas dies of Kappa Alpha Theta gave
party for the children from the a Christmas party for underpriviSan Jose Day Nursery. Over 30 leged children.
children attended the event which
SIGMA KAPPA
was held at the Sigma Kappa
The ladies of sigma Kappa se house, Dec. 9. West Davis played
the part of Santa.
The ladies at CWC are making
plans with the men at St. Mary’s
College to be held Jan. 8. The
event, which will include dancing,
will be at CWC.
The annual Christmas dinner
was held Sunday.

S & D UNIFORM, Inc.
Complete line of

Police Uniforms and
Accessories
401 East Santa Clara St.
tLeks from Comp,,$)

CLASSIFIEDS
available
Furnished Apt. close. Cc
l at Semester break. 421 E. San Antonio,
CY 7.7653 or AL 2.1889.
New turn. apts. studio, 1 and 2.bdrrn.,
....glen, groups, from $25 per person.
4-9042. 48 S. 4th St.
CY
To Place an Ad:
2
modern turn. apts. for 4 students. 495
Call at Student Affairs Office,
E. Wilaarns, CY 3.2674.
Room 16. Tower Hall.
No Phon Orders
Modern (urn. apt. for 3 or 4 students.
283 E. Reed CY 3.7103.
Help WastedMoio
Studio Apt. for I or 2. Utilities paid
Three Campus Rips. for TIME INC. CY 3-1051 after 12:30.
Magazines, NEW YORKER. READER’S I bdrm. 3 beds, pref. girls. leg. 514 E.
DIGEST. PLAYBOY, etc. Write "Campus Reed CY 4-8044,
Jobs.- 941 Spruce St. Berkeley 7, Calif.
Slams
If you are a "Greek" fraternity or so,
ority member, we offer you the oppor. Lips. house, accent. 8 to 10 boys. Avail
tunity to make immediate cash. Be our now. $30 rno. 126 No. 7th AN 4-5708.
eiclusi-ie representative on your campus.
Simply present our new line of authentic One male to share apt. on 11th with 3.
embroidered crests for blazer pockets. CY 7-9240 after 5 p.m.
sweaters, sweatshirts, etc., to fraternities 3 girls to share apart. deluxe. for spring
end sororities. They sell themselves, you semester. 415 S. 5th St. CY 5-6607.
just take the orders. Write to us giving
Miscoll
for Salo
your name, address, fraternity or sorer.
ity affiliation, and year in college. Write
:sishmon Eagle Scooterlike new, low
today. EMBLEM -ANTICS, 7060 W. Cue. mileage $250. CH 8-2497.
’mAve. Norodze,
Vises scooter 6.h.p., 4000 miles. $250.
CY 4-6414, est. 286, days.
Transportation Wonted
Classified Rates:
25c a 1;118 first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 lin minimum.

Ride from Hamilton and S.J.-L.G. road
daili. 7.30 classes Call CY4-5382.

Troasportatio Available
Riders wanted to Nebraska over holidays. Call CY 3-0508 after 5 p.m.

Rooms for Rent
3 girls wanted for 4-girl room. Excellent
food, large rm. Linda, CY 4-3474.
Mess dblE full H.H. priv., phone, elec.
typewriter. 415 S. 12th, CY 3-5933.
Men students, kit. priv. or board. 32 S.
13th, CY 2-8580.

Apartments for Rent

What’s Doin’

THERE’S A LOOK OF LUXURY
when the textural contrast of
deep black velvet and white
brocade is brought together.
The jacket blouse of rayon velvet features a large collar, covered buttons and a straight
three-quarter sleeve. The jacket
also comes in red and white.
The slim skirt of rayon brocade
has a floral motif and is fully
lined. It comes in white, black
or champagne. Pieces can be
purchased separately, or together for about $13.

DELTA ZETA
Delta Zeta Man Nick Peters,
Pi Kappa Alpha, gave the DZ
house Its front door decoration
as his gift. The entry received
the third place award.
This week the actives and pledges are being secret angels for oth-

et members of the house by leaving gifts and notes. Their identities will be revealed Wednesday
evening at a fireside gathering.
Pledge Kay Biber and active
Nancy Buttram have been selected
to represent the house at Sparta
Camp.

DELTA UPSILON
The brothers of Delta upsilon
Typing reasonablecall Cl. 8.0790 after
fraternity serenaded Tricia En7 p.m.. Kay Monjoye.
field, Kappa Alpha Theta, MonSpecial Notices
day night. She was presented a
When selecting perfume, buy sister pin in recognition for her
Folk music. Live. Sat. eve.bring your
own an. THE MASQUE. 484 E. San small amounts of different types representing the fraternity as a
Carlos.
until you settle on one, says Ben- homecoming princess.
Are you looking for a house Of new
Wednesday evening the brothers
son
Storfer, who creates perfumes.
apartment to rent? Near campus. call
There are six categories of and the ladies of Gamma Phi Beta
Spartan Rental Servire 485 S. 9th St.
scents to help guide you --floral held a Christmas party for 25 unCY 7-8877 cr CY 7-8713.
Girl wanted to take over contract Spring houquet, woody, modern blend, derprivileged children.
Plans are being made for New
semester. Wendy Glen girl’s dormitory. spicy, oriental and single floral.
Call Luann Cppriviza, CV 3-9640 or
Year’s Eve parties.
perthat
through
Experts
say
rite 345 E. William St.
fume, memories of beauty are KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Lost and Found
Tomorrow evening the Kappa’s
awakened, and hearts and spirits

Services Rendered

Scent Sense

New Story and
half, 2 bdr. furn
SundecL. S. 11th, CL 8.8945,
Pure. 3-rm. apt. near college. Lost, Ray-tan prescription dark
Colored bath: $90. AX 6-3490.
Reward given when returned

are lifted. Besides it makes a nice will hold their annual house
For the past
Christmas party.
Christmas gift.

Women
lected Barbara Engfer as their
representatise to Sparta Camp.
Barbara was also chairman of
the SK door decoration entry.

Open at 4 p.m

The annual retreat for actives
and pledges has been planned by
Carol Soldavini for Jan. 9. The
location for the retreat has been
kept a secret and will be a surprise for the members.

Pizza with a

"Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
nil Almaden Ass.
CY 7.1101
Near ibis Civic Auditor’

WE FIX

SIGMA PI

Spares

A pledge dinner-dance was held
Dec. 11, at the Fireside Room,
Lyndon Hotel, in Los Gatos. The
function was semi-formal.

while yosr
attend
elan
yein.spie

THETA XI

The Theta Xi men and the ladies
of Delta Zeta will join in caroling tomorrow night. Friday evening the brothers and their dates
attended the Cinderella Ball, held
at Shadowbrook Lodge, Capitols.

minimum time -2 hrs

ZINKEIS

e2404

The Ideal Gift for Xmas

//.. 410
SHIRTS

Professional Sales
Openings available on a part
time basis. An opportunity to
establ:sh yourself in growing
Santa Clara County in the
insurance field. Your employment may lead to a career
job upon graduation.

Open Every Night "NI Christmas
Virgin Wool
from

Pendleton Shirts
Bulky Knit Sweater,.

3

Wide Wale, Sand

Corduroy Coat
Ivy League Shirts

Brown, Charcoal

* Engineer’s Supplies

, sm.11 deposit will hold your gift ’til Christmas

FARMERS
INSURANCE
/I
, ..,
GROUP ./..,,,

GET YOURS FROM

4r1 Martine’

7im-vtt.th=imar
SANTA CLARA
Jack Taylor
AX 6-1470

MEN’S
88 So. Second St.

4,,

First Nat’l Charge Plan
Bankarnericard

SAN JOSE
CY 5-5223
Grover Swofford

WEAR
San Jose

Open Thurs. till 9 p.n..
Free Parking across St., Lyric Parking

0041040*er

* Revlon Cosmetics
* Art Supplies

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
-Right on Campus"

229,5p1
4954
ia. s

Short and long

Here is a wonderful selection of Christmas
gifts with real utility to them ... gifts to fit
every major ... gifts that will last throughout
your college career and see you on your way
to a bright future in your vacation. Come on
in to Spartan Book ... the shopping’s fine.

* Pens

0.4.

Continental

For Details
Phone the
District Agents
Listed Below

o

IV

Shawl
Collar

etr’’

* Brief Bags

ul

0

14‘’

S’attZ
SelgeA

.

Repair

49 EAST SAN ANTONIO

os? tebr oat o

Seniors
Graduate Students

CAMPBELL
ES 7-1704
Bruce Craig

Page

SPECIAL
ZIPPER BINDER
SALE

95e -- $4.95

1,

